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Each bundle comes with following merchandise; SSD Solution, Activation powder, Mercury

powder and Vectrol paste plus a consumer guide. The chemicals are all utilized in

conjunction for the cleaning course of. We are chemical laboratory like Vectrol paste/Tebi-

Manetic answer/Castro X oxide ,activation powder for cleaning all Technicians based in

South Africa included within the manufacturer of industrial and pharmaceutical products with

key specialization within the production of S.S.D Automatic solution. SSD Chemical Solution

is used for Cleaning Black Money and any shade of defaced foreign money.
 

If you've any questions or feedback, please don’t hesitate to contact us. We are considered

one of thebest Online Suppliersof Prescription Pills, take a look at ourSHOPpage to see the

amazing products we provide. If you repeat stuff like this, reviversoft will block you from

posting on this platform. We have a license Lab Technicians with passports and licenses

able to fly to any location and do complete cleaning.
 
buy ssd solution online And Chemical Products Whatsapp &
Name :+91
 

SSD Automatic resolution can be used in the cleansing of stained financial institution notes

with anti breeze quality, bills like USD, EUR, GBP and different native currencies. We are

providing Super Automatic Dx-1 SSD SSD chemical resolution assured to supply 100%

nicely clean and excellent job leaving an excellent peace of thoughts. Our skilled & well

educated professionals will allow you to in cleaning financial institution notes and so on,

they're ready to fly to your vacation spot inside just 24hrs to help you with a perfect cleansing

job. We have serial numbers of notes and have cleansing guide to effectively do the job at

your resident or hotel. We also do sell Super Automatic SSD Supper Cleaning Machines

which is 100% guaranteed to supply a clear and ideal jobs even within the hance of

customers which have little or no experience. We lease out cleaning machines worldwide

and we will work on fee foundation.
 

Be the first to learn about our latest trends and get exclusive provides. Wanted to market

your Ssd Solution Automatic Dx 1 products globally? Join TradeFord.com to record your

merchandise online for Free and attain 1000's of worldwide buyers and importers.
 

Ssd Automatic Chemical Answer+27796866796 For Cleansing Black Cash
 

The three primary powerful composition of the solution are Sodium Chloride NaCl, Sulphated

Ash zero.2% and Sulphuric acide H2SO4. Mercury Nitric Dioxide can be used to remove ssd

solution for sale anti-breeze from the face of the currency. We hope you enjoy our products

as much as we take pleasure in providing them to you.
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